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National Dong Hwa Uni. 

 In the eastern Taiwan, besides Pacific Ocean 
 10,000 students and 500 scholars 
 35 academic dept. & 48 graduate institutes 
 Beautiful campus, biggest one in eastern Asia  
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The restaurant 
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The office building 
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Pheasants 
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Mandarin Duck 
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Formosan rock-monkey 
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Outline 

 Complexity classes and the EXPtime-
complete game 

 Go rules, Ko, and ladder 
 Robson’s Complexity of Go(from 

Sensei’s Library Web) 
 Killall Go and the Adaption for Killall Go 
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Game complexity on regular 
boards 

Game, stand 
size 

Log10(State-
space) 

Log10(game-
tree size) 

Checkers 8x8 21 31 
Othello 8x8 28 58 
Chess 8x8 46 123 
Chinese chess 
9x10 

48 150 

Shogi 9x9 71 226 
Go(19x19) 172 360 
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EXP-time 

 The set of all decision problems 
solvable by a deterministic Turing 
machine in O(2p(n)) time (Wiki) 
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Complexity class 
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Generalized games  
with N x N board 

 Generalized chess, checkers, or Go are 
EXPTIME-complete 

 EXPTIME-complete games 
 games can last for a number of moves that 

is exponential in the size of the board 

 PSPACE-complete games 
 last for a number of moves that is 

polynomial in the size of the board 
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Robson’s proof method(1) 

 Any EXP-time computation can be 
reduced to an abstract game where: 
 the "board" of the game is a certain 

positive Boolean formula F over the K1,..., 
Kn variables. 

 the initial position is a an assignment to 
the K1,..., Kn variables; 
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Robson’s proof method(2) 

 White moves by choosing a variable Ki and 
changing its assignment to (Ki -> true) 

 Black moves by choosing a variable Kj and 
changing its assignment to (Kj -> false) 

 The rule of Ko applies, that is, a player 
cannot immediately revert the opponent's 
last move 

 White wins if she is to move and the 
current assignment makes formula F true. 
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Go rules 

 Liberty and capture 
 Territory 
 Ko 

 Simple ko 
 Super ko: triple ko, quadruple ko, eternal 

life or round robin ko 
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Super Ko rules in different 
areas 

 Japanese rules and Korean rules: 
 If a board position is repeated(not simple 

Ko), the game has no result: draw or 
replay 

 Chinese rules and Taiwanese rules? 
 Forbids repeating a board position.(6th 

rule)第六条 禁止全局同形再现 
 But, forbid whom? 
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二十条 全局同形再现 

 一、劫争马上回提，判回提者着手无效，弃权
一次。 

 二、终局时，按照禁止全局同形再现的原则，
不允许如图3所示的“假生”作为活棋。 

 三、对双方互不相让的三劫、四劫循环，长生
、双提二子等罕见特例，可判和棋或者重下。 

 四、根据禁止全局同形再现的原则，对局者不
得把如图8或类似的情况作为不能终局的理由 
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Rules for human vs.  
rules for computer 

 In practice, it is hard for human to 
check who should be forbidden. 

 If both sides keep repeating a board 
position, the game should be replayed 
or as a draw.(20th rule) 

 Only in computer games, forbidding 
repeating board position is possible. 
 The computer Olympiad rules 
 Crazy stone vs. a Japanese program 19 



Super Ko rules are almost the 
same in the world 
 Super Ko rules are almost the same in 

Chinese, Japanese, Korea, and Taiwan. 
 More than 20 pro games draw with super 

ko in the world from 1998 

 2011, Sep. 4, the first level pro. 
competition 
 Ku Li - Lee Ja: triple ko and replay. 

 2012, Sep. 5, the Samsung world cup 
 Lee Shihshi - Ku Li: quadruple Ko, replayed 
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Ladder 

 Threatening moves, capture race 
 A sequence of ataris 

 The attacker ataris the Defender all the 
time 

 The choices of both side are restricted as 
one or two moves, respectively. 

 Longest ladder on 19x19 board 
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Complexity of Go 

 Playing a perfect strategy in N × N Go  
 Polynomial-space hard[Lichtenstein 1980] 
 Exponential-time complete[Robson 1983] 

 A simplified version of Robson’s 
proof(1984) at Sensei’s Library 
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Robson’s proof method(1) 

 any EXP-time computation can be 
reduced to an abstract game where: 
 the "board" of the game is a certain 

positive Boolean formula F over the K1,..., 
Kn variables. 

 the initial position is a an assignment to 
the K1,..., Kn variables; 
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Robson’s proof method(2) 

 White moves by choosing a variable Ki and 
changing its assignment to (Ki -> true) 

 Black moves by choosing a variable Kj and 
changing its assignment to (Kj -> false) 

 The rule of Ko applies, that is, a player 
cannot immediately revert the opponent's 
last move 

 White wins if she is to move and the 
current assignment makes formula F true. 
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AND gate, OR gate, and the 
Boolean formula (Robson) 

 Position 1: Life or dead based on a Ko 
 Position 2: Or gate 
 Position 3: And gate 
 Position 4:  the ladder works for White 

if (a path works AND b path 
works) OR (c path works AND d path 
works) 
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Modify Position 1 as follows 

 add as many KO gadgets as needed, say 
K1,K2,...,Kn 

 add path changing configurations on the left 
side to make the ladder connect all KO 
gadgets -- that is, the left ladder will 
have n possible paths: l1 to K1, l2 to K2, etc. 

 keep the position symmetric by mirroring the 
left path changing configurations on the right 
ladder. 
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In the obtained position we 
will have that: 

 The only moves that may make White's 
bottom group alive or kill it are the Kos 

 White is alive if she can play a 
sequence k_i1, k_i2, ... of KOs that 
forces Black to respond on say k_j1, 
k_j2, ... KOs and she can drive the left 
ladder to a won ko no matter what 
Black plays. 
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Robson’s proof method 
 the "board" of the game is a certain positive Boolean 

formula F over the K1,..., Kn variables. 
 the initial position is a an assignment to the K1,..., Kn 

variables; 
 White moves by choosing a variable Ki and changing its 

assignment to (Ki -> true) 
 Black moves by choosing a variable Kj and changing its 

assignment to (Kj -> false) 
 The rule of Ko applies, that is, a player cannot 

immediately revert the opponent's last move 
 White wins if she is to move and the current assignment 

makes formula F true. 
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Killall Go rules 

 Similar to Go 
 Komi is equal to nxn -1, on nxn board 
 Black often have several handicaps 
 7x7: 2 handicaps is almost fair 
 9x9: 3 handicaps White wins, 4 

handicaps Black wins 
 13x13: 9 handicaps 
 19x19: 17 handicaps 
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13x13 Killall Go game 1 

 ERICA (3D) lost 
as White against 
Shi-Jim Yen (6D) 
in WCCI 2012, 
Australia 
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13x13 Killall Go game 2 

 MOGOTW won 
as White 
(Tainan, 2011) 
against Ping-
Chiang Chou 
(5P)  
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Modify Robson’s gadgets 

 Fill all empty points as much as possible 
 only need to keep two empty points 

beside each point of the ladder path, 
then fill all other points by black stones.  

 Since the ladder path is thin and the 
surrounding Black stones are very strong, 
White is impossible to make two eyes even 
plays two or three continuous white stones. 
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Conclusion 

 Complexity of Killall Go may be EXP-time 
complete with various Human Go rules 

 Super Ko rules are almost the same in the 
world 
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